
 
We initiated our WEB in March of 2017.  After the launch of Delaire Governance, a fantasizing 
Board issued “FALSE NEWS” that  spreads injurious and www.delairegovernance.com

untruthful “falsehoods” to members and the outside world. Nothing is further from the truth.  
The lies and deceptions came to a “climax” at the December, 2018 Town Hall meeting.  A 
“demented” Arthur Newman (Board member & past President) physically and verbally 
attacked our sponsor while addressing the members during a “Q&A” period.  Newman, 
completely out of control, fought to get control of the mike as he screamed “the membership 
hates the web”.  A few perverted members applauded, while the majority rose and left in 
utter disgust ending the meeting. That was a strong message sent by the majority of the 
members, changing perception of our goals forever. Read: December 17th 2018 Analysis of 
the Debacle that was the Town hall Meeting   See the:  Attack Video 
 
There has never been one “smidgeon” of proof that “untruth” have ever been posted on the 
WEB.   Quite the opposite is true.  The Boards most “suppressing” decisions have been 
exposed, emphasis on non-resident bargain dues and “copy-cat mentality”. These “upshots” 
turned into home abandonments followed by declines.  326 members bankrolling “Capital 
Improvements” soon turned into 280.  Surpassing amenities of other country clubs needs 
more than our 280 “Bankrolling Members”!!  Increased dues and assessments come about 
from “Dreams of Grandeur”. Board programs of the past and future (5 year Strategic $8 
million Plan) are unsustainable, creating a “Catch 22”.  More dues/assessments levied, more 
home abandonments occur.  Home desertions are the last resort of the beleaguered. 
Defections of “Bankrollers” bring us to total instability.  Non-residents who are not involved 
with “Capital Improvements” increased to 80, while mandatories are fading away! The 
analysis and the reporting of the 2018/2019 mindboggling problems is our “mission”.  The 
Board programs that foreshadow “dumping” properties continue unabated.  
 
Non-resident Bargain Dues and Mandatory Rules Force Property Value Declines. Homes 
selling at $100,000 dollars to “spec builders” or are abandoned, bring about “more of the 
same”.  It all happened when the change of guard on the Board occurred, from those that had 
knowledge to “Greenhorns” who haven’t a clue. There are two (2) types of former captive 
members, those that abandon their homes with no other way out and those that have no 
interest in Delaire, dumping their properties to save the abhorrent dues and assessments! 
The two (2) most vexing problems of 2019, the neglected underground infrastructure a 
potential, a $2 million dollar project costing current home owners $7142.82 (if $2 million 
dollars is as anticipated). The “Strategic 5 Year $8 Million Dollar Plan” will add $28,571.42 on 
top of the “potential $2 million underground infrastructure”?  Home owners are the Capital 
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Improvements bankrollers. More assessments create more abandonment, the “Catch 22”. 
Read: June 7th2019. Compare benefits of private Non-Equity clubs to Delaire    April 18, 2019 
Strategic 5 yr. Plan Now I ask you this: Is that “pie in the sky plan” worthy of any 
“Respect”? 
 
With all of the problems facing us, only “GREENHORNS” would unveil a new “$8 Million Dollar 
Program”, funded early in 2020 while disregarding the underground infrastructure “bail-out”. 
If passed the combined total will be $35,714.27 only for 280 Homeowners left. The “$8 Million 
Dollar Plan” “encourages” defections and the price tag then increases by $128.00 per 
defection.  
 
In the past we heard the Board’s “Four Most Dangerous Words” “WE NEED TO MODERNIZE”. 
“Owed to increased dues and assessments”, instead of increasing membership, we lost the 
all-important bankrolling members to abandonment.  The only members that have 
benefitted are the non-resident members. They have increased from the original 25 to now 
80, while the Captives have shrunk from 326 to 280.  Every Non-resident member is 
subsidized by the mandatory resident members. 
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